
Deadiwënöhsnye’s Admissions Test Answers 

 

I like it knö́e’s  it likes me aknö́e’s 

you like it snö́e’s  it likes you sanö́e’s 

he likes it hanö́e’s  it likes him honö́e’s 

she likes it yenö́e’s  it likes her gonö́e’s 

it likes it ganö́e’s  it likes it onö́e’s 

 

 

you & I like it hninö́e’s  it likes you & I öknínöe’s 

s.o. & I like it aknínöe’s  it likes s.o. & I öknínöe’s 

you two like it sninö́e’s  it likes you two sninö́e’s 

two Ms like it hinö́e’s / 

deninö́e’s 

 it likes all of us ögwánöe’s 

two Fs like it kninö́e’s / 

deknínöe’s 

 it likes they & I agwánöe’s 

ögwánöe’s 

   it likes all of you swanö́e’s 

   it likes them Ms hodínöe’s 

   it likes them Fs odínöe’s 

 

 
all you & I like it dwanö́e’s    

they & I like it agwánöe’s    

you all like it swanö́e’s    

they Ms like it hadínöe’s    

they Fs like it wadínöe’s    

 

 

I like you gönö́e’s  you like me sknöe’s 

I like him henö́e’s  you like him hehsnö́e’s 

I like her kenö́e’s  you like her shenö́e’s 

 

 

he likes me haknö́e’s  she likes me öknö́e’s 

he likes you yanö́e’s  she likes you ösánöe’s / 

esánöe’s 

he likes him höwö́nöe’s / 

honö́e’s 

 she likes him höwö́nöe’s 

he likes her shagónöe’s  she likes her gonö́e’s / 

ödáhnöe’s 

 

 

* if there are multiple answers for a prefix (example - ösánöe’s / esánöe’s) learners should be 

aware of both answers since there is the possibility of hearing either used depending on speaker 

preference. 
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The words using prefixes involving “she” or “her” -- yenö́e’s, gonö́e’s, kenö́e’s, shenö́e’s, shagónöe’s, 

öknö́e’s, ösánöe’s/ esánöe’s, höwö́nöe’s, ödáhnöe’s/ gonöe’s – have additional meanings. They can also 

mean: “someone,” – anyone, an unknown or unspecified person – or “they” or “them” an unknown or 

unspecified group of people. So, yenö́e’s has three possible meanings: 

● she (a known, identifiable, female person) likes it;  

● someone (an unknown or unspecified person) likes it 

● they (an unknown or unspecified group of people) like it 

Likewise, gonö́e’s has three possible meanings: 

● it likes her (a known, identifiable, female person) 

● it likes someone (an unknown or unspecified person) 

● it likes them (an unknown or unspecified group of people) 

Words using purple prefixes, like kenö́e’s also have three possible meanings: 

● I like her (a known, identifiable, female person) 

● I like someone (an unknown or unspecified person) 

● I like them (an unknown or unspecified group of people) 

And, gonöe’s / ödáhnöe’s, then, has nine possible meanings: 

● she likes her  ●   someone likes her  ●   they like her  

● she likes someone ●  someone likes someone ●   they like someone 

● she likes them  ●   someone likes them   ●   they like them 

The “male” prefixes involving more than one person -- hinö́e’s, hadínöe’s, hodínöe’s – has an additional 

meaning. They can also mean a mixed group of males and females. So, hinö́e’s has two possible meanings: 

● two males like it 

● one male and one female like it 

Similarly, hadínöe’s has two possible meanings: 

● a group of three or more males like it 

● a mixed group of three or more males and females like it 

Likewise, hodínöe’s has two possible meanings: 

● it likes a group of two or more males 

● it likes a mixed group of two or more males and females 

The “female” prefixes involving more than one person -- kninö́e’s, wadínöe’s, odínöe’s – has an 

additional meaning. They can also mean a group of animals. So, kninö́e’s has two possible meanings:  

● two females like it 

● two animals like it 

Similarly, wadínöe’s has two possible meanings: 

● a group of three or more females like it 

● a group of three or more animals like it 

Likewise, odínöe’s has two possible meanings: 

● it likes a group of two or more females 

● it likes a group of two or more animals 

The “it” prefix-- ganö́e’s– has an additional meaning. It usually refers to a living creature -- an animal, bird, 

fish, insect, etc.  

 


